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Sunday dinners make a comeback
Students delighted with change, but Chartwells student
workers wary of new schedule

contingency fund is a pool of money that
the college reserves every year to fill in gaps,
For the first time in four years, students
like unexpected repairs and other events
migrated to the Great Hall this past Sunnot included in the initial budget. Because
day night for dinner. About 400 students
this year’s enrollment was unexpectedly
showed up and ate from a reduced menu,
higher, Voyles said there were adequate
which included pizza, pasta, and salad.
funds in contingency to provide Sunday
The school used to offer Sunday dinners meals the rest of the year.
until 2006, when they decided to cut the
Schreiner said part of that money comes
meal to pay for upping the quality of the
from cutting costs for kitchen facilities, and
meal plan.
said he does not intend to lower the quality
“We saw a lot of upsides to that. Students of the daily menu for Sunday meals’ sake.
like to eat with other folks in the comVoyles and Schreiner said additional
munity,” said Tom Schreiner, Director of
costs for Sunday will be worked into the full
Auxiliary Enterprises. “It was good, but we meal plan next year. Voyles said the change
were getting a consistent cry from students
should not amount to much more than a
on surveys that would say, ‘can we have
3.9 percent increase in room and board—
Sunday night meals?’”
consistent wtih the rate of increase over the
Dean of Students Brad Voyles had not
past few years.
seen these surveys, but the issue of Sunday
Many students were puzzled by the lack
night meals had long been on his mind.
of buzz leading up to the announcement,
“We’re up on a mountain, and there just but most welcomed the news.
aren’t many options for students. Many who
“It was a very pleasant surprise,” said
can’t afford to eat out down the mountain
senior William Wolfe.
every week are having vending machine
“It just happened. I didn’t even know it
dinners, or nothing at all,” Voyles said.
was in the works,” said sophomore Amy
Voyles spoke with Student Senate,
Verner.
Residential Life, Auxillary Services and
The announcement was also a complete
Chartwells about the idea for a reduced
surprise to most Chartwells workers.
meal plan. All affirmed the idea. “There
“Maybe there was discussion and I
was just a general sense that it was time to
wasn’t aware of it,” said alumnus Addis
bring it back,” Voyles said.
Alemayehu, who works for Chartwells as
Voyles decided not to wait until next
student lead and Blink assistant manager.
year to initiate the shift. “If it is doable, why
He said he and many fellow workers
wait?” he said of the mid-semester change.
learned of the change through Voyles’
The meal is being paid for out of the
see CHARTWELLS, page 2
school’s contingency fund, said Voyles. The

by Kate Harrison

The Man Born to Be King
to be put on despite scheduling worries
by Isaiah Smallman
The life and death of Christ will be the
subject of Covenant’s theatre department’s
November production of The Man Born to Be
King.
The play is a 12 part series that was
originally written for the radio by Dorothy
L. Sayers near the beginning of World War
II.
The BBC produced it serially for the
first time in 1941 and the theatre department will be producing two of the 12
installments. The two short plays are the
accounts of the crucifixion and the resur-

rection. Junior Katie Jenkins is directing
the production.
“Sayers’ play is masterful in its humanization of the people we read about so
often in the gospel accounts,” said Jenkins.
“I think it will require an audience that
is ready for some ‘darker’ material,” said
freshman Jacob Davis, who is part of the
show’s ensemble cast
The play will be performed as a sort
of staged reading. This artistic decision
was made partly with the understanding
that putting on a second play this semester

see KING, page 6

Scots forward Anna Luek takes a shot against Montreat on Saturday.
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Nothing short of an
athletic revolution
by Sam Belz
Covenant College has considered
joining NCAA Division III for years, but
now that this dream has finally become a
reality, the school is discovering just how
different life will be under D-III’s stringent regulations.
“In the past, the idea to apply for
NCAA Division III membership has come
up every five or six years, and usually
questions about its cost come up,” said
Athletic Director Tami Smialek at a luncheon to welcome two NCAA representatives on October 14. “We’ve always put
it off, but this time when it came around,
President Nielson really pushed it.“
That was about two years ago, at
which time Covenant applied for an
exploratory year, then for provisional
membership, which became effective
September 1.
Perhaps the biggest difference for Covenant athletics as part of its new affiliation
is the prohibition of athletic scholarships.
As a member of NCAA Division III, Covenant College is not allowed to offer scholarship money for athletic achievement.
However, this does not mean that the total
amount of financial aid students receive
will necessarily decrease. Those funds
previously earmarked for athletic scholarships will now be dispersed through other
financial aid channels.
NCAA Division III prides itself on

being the most integrationist of any of
the three divisions. “Athletics is part of a
holistic college experience,” said Division
III institutional mentor Shana Lavine at the
October 14 luncheon. “We want integration more than anything else, with athletics
right beside biology and trumpet playing.”
Offering money to prospective Division III athletes offers an inaccurate model
of true amateurism, according to Azure
Davey, who also represented the NCAA at
the luncheon.
“Athletics is just one more learning opportunity in the college experience. It’s the
same as everything else,” Davey said. Not
advertising sports as a paid thing in college stresses athletics’ role as co-curricular
rather than extra-curricular.
Besides this move away from athletics
scholarships, there’s also some hesitancy
among student-athletes about the four-year
transitional period without postseason play.
Division III requires this in order to give
schools time to get used to the plethora of
new rules they have to follow, and to allow
time for all athletes offered athletic scholarships to graduate. “It’s a very high profile
athletic membership, so the Association’s
recommendation to institutions is to take it
slow and figure it out,” Lavine said.
Another legislated requirement of
NCAA Division III membership are
student advisory committees (SAACs), in-

see REVOLUTION, page 8
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A closer look at assessment testing
Surveys critical for Covenant’s development
by Nate Carl
Students might want to take their assessment tests seriously, says Dr. Kevin Eames.
A key part of his job as Director of Institutional Research and Professor of Psychology, Eames compiles a report of the tests’
results each year to present to the Board of
Trustees and Administration.
Institutional research is crucial, says
Eames, because the school needs to know
what it’s doing right and what it’s doing
wrong.
“Assessment is important because it affects the curriculum,” said Eames. The tests
affect what students are learning, and give
the school important feedback.
Poor participation or botched tests can
have detrimental effects on the school’s
research process.
“Results can be skewed,” Eames admits,
“last year one student finished his Major
Field Test in 10 minutes. There was no
way he spent any time on it, and I told the
department that the results couldn’t really
be trusted.”
The yearly assessment tests cover a wide
variety of areas.
The Major Field Tests are exams that

seniors take to assess their performance in
their major. Other regular testing includes
general academic performance questionnaires and Priesthill surveys.
A related assessment is the National Student Survey of Engagement, which comes
out of Indiana University’s Center for
Postsecondary Research. This web-based
test is administered every odd year, according to Eames.
This survey is used to assess students’
engagement in academic and extracurricular activities. When the data is compiled,
an arbitrary number called the “effect
size” is used to compare the freshman and
senior averages to comparison groups:
other Council for Christian Colleges and
University schools, and other baccalaureate
colleges similar to Covenant.
The comparisons range from broad to
specific. For example, Covenant freshmen
are less likely to be giving class presentations than freshmen in other colleges.
At this point, Eames presents the information to administration and departments.
“Then we have to decide whether that matters to us,” said Eames.
Eames says that his data shows that Covenant students tend to have more opportuni-

Dr. Kevin Eames encourages students totake assessment testing seriously.
ties for academic and extracurricular activity
and more enthusiastically take advantage of
them than students in other many schools.
”We live on a mountain, yet there are still
many opportunities to be engaged,” said
Eames.
The assessment test results are used to
inform decision making, such as last year’s
Strategic Plan. “We use it to find year-to-year
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trends, and deficits,” said Eames.
For instance, Eames says that there are
challenges with using technology in Covenant classrooms, due to lack of instruction or
equipment failure.
Measuring institutional effectiveness is a
requirement of SACS, Covenant’s accreditation agency. Some schools even make assessments a grade, says Eames.

Addition of Sunday night dinner garners mixed responses
from CHARTWELLS on page 1.
campus-wide email announcement and in
Adam Clason’s opinion piece about it in the
last Bagpipe.
“We weren’t really asked about it,” said
Katherine Ford, a freshman whose workstudy is Chartwells. “It will be good to have
food for students that night, but it’s not
great for those who have to work these new
shifts.”
Ford said many of the students she
works with feel the same way about the
sudden change.
“If the students are actually missing it
and they need it, then of course we want to
deliver. But it kind of came out of the blue,”
said Alemayehu.
Schreiner believes that Covenant
students will take advantage of the option.
Covenant has Chartwells’ highest participation rate in the country. At a 74 percent
ratio of those taking advantage of the meal
plan to those not, Covenant far outstrips

the national average of 63 percent.
Schreiner believes it’s a result of several
factors. “It means there’s no Taco Bell next
door. And I also think our students are
smart and frugal.”
Many of the students were thrilled with
the idea of saving money on Sunday nights.
“It’s already an expensive school,” said
senior Jonathan Knopf. “And then you
have the additional costs of driving off campus Sunday night and spending ten dollars
on a meal.”
“I just don’t have a lot of extra money to
spend on food. When I heard about it I was
really grateful,” said freshman Grace Mullaney, who would usually eat a piece of fruit
or nothing on Sunday nights.
Though broadly welcomed, the change
has stirred up questions about Covenant’s
corporate recognition of a Sabbath.
Verner comes from a family who made
a point not to eat out on Sundays, and said
the announcement bothered her because it
seemed to add to the already busy schedule

of Chartwells workers.
Verner has traditionally spent her Sunday night eating dinner with her older sister
down in the student apartments. But with
the recent development, she feels conflicted
about this choice.
“I want to be a good steward of my
tuition money, but I don’t want to add on
to the workload these people already have,”
she said.
Other students are not convinced that
the meal is a breach of the Sabbath.
“If students are buying food at Guthrie’s
and Waffle House then they are going to
be supporting business on Sunday anyway,”
said junior Micah Hausler.
For student workers who typically get at
least one or a few days off, the issue is more
about being able to go to church than having a day of rest.
Last Sunday, Ford was in the Great Hall
from 11 a.m. to 8 p.m., leaving only a sliver
of time to attend church. Student workers
are only supposed to work four Sundays,

Faculty Quote of the Week:

and none back-to-back, but Ford worries
the change will mean doubling up shifts.
Double-booking should not be happening, said Schreiner, who hopes to soon work
out the kinks in scheduling.
Voyles uses the phrase “duty of care” to
explain the college’s obligation to care for
students around the clock, even if it means
employing Sunday workers like RAs, maintenance personnel, and security officers on
Sundays. He believes serving a meal falls
under such an obligation, but that there
ought to be stipulations about how often
students can serve meals on Sundays.
The new meal has also altered the
Sunday night Blink schedule. It will now be
open from 7 p.m. to 11 p.m..
“It will be better for us because we’ll
have fewer crowds. In fact, I’m concerned
we might not have enough business to stay
open that night!” said Blink manager Greta
Spalding.

Have a faculty quote you’d like to see published?
Email it to bagpipe@covenant.edu

“So since you’re talking about sperm, you decided to tell the ladies not to come?”
– Dr. Morris to his BioSeminar class, at a point when all of the women in the class were absent
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The Verdict
Yes... to Reformation

Day and other obscure holidays
that only Covenant celebrates.

No...

to not getting
Martin Luther King Jr. day off
because we’re so obsessed with
Martin Luther.
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bagpipe@covenant.edu, with “Letter to
the Editor” in the subject line.
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Box 169, 14049 Scenic Highway
Lookout Mountain, GA 30750.
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• Letters may be edited for clarity and
length.
• Letters should be signed with full name,
class standing, and declared major, if
applicable.
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Cremation Over Christ? The Problem With Jumping to Conclusions
Last week Mr. Mallo wrote a
heartfelt criticism of Dr. Rayburn for his decision to speak to
us in chapel about cremation.
As he began with a discussion
of “defining oneself by an issue”
he satirically noted the importance of finding a “unique and
obscure” issue to latch onto
that people “themselves haven’t
thought of,” so that one may obtain affirmation from the poor,
impressionable souls upon which
he or she has foisted the trivial.
Did Mr. Mallow take the
time (probably thirty seconds
would have been necessary) to
ask Dr. Rayburn if he feels “affirmed and deemed valuable”
when people tell him they think
his “issue” has merit? I would
venture a no. Does he have
evidence that Covenant College
was merely the next stop on a
nation-wide speaking tour about
the “single issue” of cremation?
Has Mr. Mallow listened to Dr.
Rayburn’s sermons? Has he read
his position paper on paedocommunion or listened to him
preach about covenant children
or federal vision? Has he heard
Dr. Rayburn’s passion for the
gospel exude through faithful
exegesis of the gospel of John, or
does Mr. Mallow assume that,
since Dr. Rayburn’s thirty-five
minute talk wasn’t expressly
about “the good news,” his topic
did not stem from a desire to see
Christians live their lives Biblically?
Most importantly, are we

ready to agree with Mr. Mallow
that the death and resurrection
of Christ is not the “issue” that
defines Dr. Rayburn simply
because he decided to speak for
thirty-five minutes on cremation? I am sure the same critique
would not have been leveled had
Dr. Rayburn chosen to speak
about the issue of abortion or of
equality.
You see my point. Though
Mr. Mallow finds it “amazing”
how quickly and subtly various
issues can turn us into “single issue” Christians, I find it equally
amazing how quickly some are
willing to jump to a conclusion
about the spiritual passion of
another.
Cremation is a “single issue”
for Dr. Rayburn like the sale of
indulgences was a “single issue”
to Martin Luther. Would any of
us have accused Luther for not
making Christ his main focus
after he exhorted a room full of
impressionable students not to
purchase indulgences? Would
any have been ready to tell Luther that the sale of indulgences
was a non-issue simply because
it did not seem as problematic
as the prohibition of translating
the Bible into the vernacular or
the practice of putting heretics
to death? Would we not have
acknowledged instead that Dr.
Luther”s passion for this issue
stemmed directly from his desire
to glorify the Father and serve
Christ as he made the faithful,
Biblically-informed decision to

condemn the practice of purchasing a piece of paper claiming to grant remission of sin?
In other words, would we
have criticized Luther for “getting caught up in the issues,” or
would we have acknowledged
that his concern for un-Biblical
practices condoned by the
church stemmed from a passion
for Biblical truth and Christ-like
living? If we do not agree with
Dr. Rayburn on this issue, let
it be because we have searched
the Scriptures and afterward
decided that the Bible indeed
supports cremation as a sacred,
Biblical way of burying the dead
that shows we as Christians indeed view the body and life differently than the secular culture
around us.
Moreover, cremation should
not be considered an “obscure
issue.” Obscure is a term generally reserved for things seldom
practiced or little known. In
2003 nearly 700,000 deceased
were cremated in America
alone- meaning that cremation
was conducted for nearly thirty
percent of all recorded deaths
that year. Projections are such
that, in 2010, the statistics will
have risen to over thirty-six percent. I give these statistics not to
argue that the issue of cremation
should dominate our conversation, but to point out that Christians are actively partaking in a
practice whose popularity is high
and growing, and which may
be another example of how little

our culture considers eternity
and the treatment of human life
(which I hope we all agree does
not end at death on this earth).
The early church certainly
deemed it so.
As we acknowledge that certain “issues” do indeed need to
be discussed amongst Christians
because of our duty to serve
Christ by living life Biblically,
let us think before asserting that
Dr. Rayburn—or anyone for
that matter—may not consider
Christ’s death and resurrection
to be matters of pre-eminent
importance. The fact that Dr.
Rayburn discussed cremation
in the time he was given does
not mean that cremation is the
“issue” that defines him. I am
not going to assume Mr. Mallow
thinks it his singular mission to
expose “single-issue” Christians
simply because he chose to write
about it in a brief article. And
may I caution you Mr. Mallow,
as I caution all of us, to reserve
the tendency to label an issue as
“unique” (read: trivial) or “obscure” (read: not worth our time)
simply because it may not be
something you have considered.
May none of us brush off a contemplation of the Biblical soundness of the practice of cremation
simply because the church may
not currently consider it a pressing issue. The church did not
consider the sale of indulgences a
pressing issue either.

Thomas O’Ban

Cliff Foreman
Faculty Advisor

This is a Covenant College student publication
The views expressed herein do not necessarily reflect
those of the College or the student body.
14049 Scenic Highway • Lookout Mountain, GA 30750

If you would like the Bagpipe
to run a story on something,
send your suggestion by email
to bagpipe@covenant.edu with
“Story Idea” in the subject line.
“You must be the change you
wish to see in the world.”
For advertising inquiries,
contact Zach McElrath:
ph: (602) 625-0486
bagpipe@covenant.edu
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Great Hall meals on Sunday and the call to love our neighbors
I enjoyed reading Adam Clason’s article about Sunday evening
dinner (Oct 15), and I would like to
add some thoughts of my own.
Imagine if your dad forbade
you to do your chores because he
wanted you to be free to spend the
day with him. Only, after your dad
gave you that gift (the 4th commandment is a gift), someone else

told you that you still have to do
your chores—all your dad really
meant was for you to try to spend
time with him.
God designed for us a work/rest
cycle. I’ve known Chartwells employees that had to work fourteen
days without a break, get one day
off, and then work every day for
another week or two. When I ask

“what if they didn’t have to work
on Sunday?” I’m dismissed as impractical. But a lot of “impractical”
ideas eventually get implemented.
It just takes someone in authority
who believes the ideas are worthwhile enough to take the effort to
work out the kinks and make it
happen.
Why isn’t loving our neighbor

considered important too? What if
it were? Not everyone who serves
your meals is a Christian. It probably isn’t sinning to serve dinner
on Sunday. But are we just called
to avoid “sinning?” Or should we
be proactive, actively seeking ways
to love our neighbor? What would
Jesus do?

Tabitha (Higgins) Croucher
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Where the Wild Things Are

A children’s movie not just for kids

By Isaiah Smallman

If I had a nickel for every time I heard
someone say how excited they were to see
Where the Wild Things Are, I would have been
able to pay for my ticket to see it. Was it
worth the hype?
Adapting the popular 1963 children’s
book by Maurice Sendak was a big undertaking. Usually when adapting a book
to the screen you have to decide what you
can cut from the original story. In this case
however, writers Spike Jonze and Dave Eggers had to create an entire movie out of a
book with about 10 lines of dialogue. With
Sendak working as one of the producers,
they managed to stick closely to the spirit
of the book. Their screenplay doesn’t feel
like a different story—it feels like the whole
story.
Where the Wild Things Are centers on Max
(Max Records), a wild little kid with a busy
single mom and an older sister who is too
cool for school. Like most kids his age, he
doesn’t understand why the world doesn’t
revolve around him, but when he finds
himself in charge, he realizes that life is a
lot more complicated than it seems.
The adventure begins when he runs
away after biting his mom and finds a boat
that takes him to the island of the Wild
Things. There he finds a “family” of monsters who are troubled and cranky. Max is
offered the chance to take control, and he
seizes the opportunity. The Wild Things
make him their king and after declaring
the beginning of the “wild rumpus,” Max
promises to “keep out all of the sad.” The
rest of the movie is about Max trying to
solve the problems of this troubled family and realizing, as K.W. (one of his new
friends) so eloquently states, “being a family
is hard.”
The problems that Max faces are
refreshingly different from the norm for
this genre. Many children’s movies are

either about grownups or about kids doing
extraordinary things and transcending the
expectations of or even triumphing over the
grownups. But Wild Things is about a kid
trying to be a grownup and failing. He gets
the chance to do things his way and realizes
that being grown-up is a lot harder than it
looks.
Wild Things is the newest example of
what children’s movies can be when they
are made with the understanding that kid
movies don’t have to be only for kids. This
trend can be traced all the way back to the
debut of Sesame Street, where producers
of the show decided that they could make
a show that was fun for kids and adults.
Pixar has done an incredible job of proving
this point with films like Toy Story and more
recently, Up.
While Wild Things is much more than a
movie for kids, it isn’t beyond the appreciation of children either. The plot and characters are simple and deep; the humor is
easily appreciated and witty, and although
some of the themes are complex, none of
them are beyond the understanding of our
hero Max. I don’t expect that all kids are
going to be able to understand the depth of
the themes presented in the film, but Jonze’s
dream world alone is enough to keep kids
and adults thoroughly engaged.
Records’ acting is strong and the actors
behind the costumes truly bring the characters to life. I desperately wanted to visit the
fantastic, larger than life world of dirt-clod
wars and a giant, Death Star-sized stick fort.
The beautiful landscapes and costumes,
created by Jim Henson’s puppet company,
simultaneously feel real and out of this world.
The characters are authentic and so are
the problems that they struggle with; the sadness is real but so is the laughter. In the words
of the kid sitting behind me, “dat was a good
movie.”

Spike Jonze’s faithful adaptation of a classic children’s story to the big screen speaks
to the kid “in all of us.”

Avett Brothers refine new studio sound
By James Harrison
What does some heavily bearded dude
named Rick Rubin stand to gain by having his fingerprints all over the latest disc
from The Avett Brothers? Other than the
inevitable cash haul, probably not that
much considering that Rubin’s résumé as an
established record production powerhouse
includes collaboration with artists with
names like The Beastie Boys, Metallica, and
Shakira.
Which begs the opposite question—
what does a self-made band like The Avett
Brothers stand to gain by teaming up with a
seasoned producer like Rubin?
For their sixth studio album I and Love and
You, the Avetts seem to have chosen to place
an emphasis on the word “studio,” a shift in
production style that’s all too common for
grassroots success stories who find themselves

suddenly catapulted to the pressures and
expectations of a national stage. But to their
credit (and to Rubin’s), the Avetts found a
way to deliver a fresh take on the signature
sound by which they made their name—
even if that sound has become smoother
than Toby McMickleson’s velvet tuxedo.
Lyrically, it’s no surprise that The Avett
Brothers continue to fashion words both candid and sincere, in line with the ones that established them as one of music’s most honest
acts. On the album’s opening track, we find
them beseeching approval from a New York
City borough. “Brooklyn, Brooklyn, take me
in,” the band pleads, openly announcing that
perhaps it’s time to take a step away from the
North Carolina roots they’ve championed on
past records. “Murder In The City,” apparently, is no longer something to be worried
about.

It’s what The Avett Brothers bring with
them—a conscious, simple, even vulnerable form of expression in both music and
lyrics—that makes their latest offering well
worth a listen (and a purchase—only $7.99
at Best Buy!). “I wanna have pride like my
mother has, and not like the kind in the
Bible that turns you bad,” sings Scott Avett
on “The Perfect Space,” a song that ought
to knock off any one of Jay-Z’s ego-driven
Blueprint 3 anthems from music lovers’ “Best
of 2009” lists.
I and Love and You will be a pivotal record
for the Avetts, greatly due to the fact that it
will be many listeners’ introduction to the
band. Rubin’s silky stamp will undoubtedly
propel their music to whole new levels of
exposure, and thankfully, the combination
of thoughtful lyrics and abundant banjo
plucking will please fans both old and new

alike—increasing with each listen. To boot,
each of the album’s thirteen tracks will make
killer additions to the band’s already powerful live shows. Go ahead and get your hands
on a copy.
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Wide awake in Romania
2009 Nobel Laureate Herta Müller invites us
to an unforgettable Appointment
By Luke Irwin
Herta Muller is the Romanian-escapedto-Germany winner of this year’s Nobel Prize
in Literature. Her most recent novel, Everything I Possess I Carry with Me, published earlier
this year lacks a complete English translation,
so for most of us, her latest work is 1997’s The
Appointment, which Michael Hulse and Philip
Boehm translated together in 2001.
As a Romanian, Muller is responding
to Dictator Nicolae Ceauşescu’s repressive
‘communist’ regime, which lasted from 1967
to 1989. Chief among the persecuted were
Romanian Germans, doubtless a response
to the Nazi atrocities against Slavic peoples
during World War II. Ceauşescu’s brutal
Securitate, the secret police, tortured and
killed hundreds of thousands in their hunt for
capitalist traitors, and any other perceived
enemies of the state.
In this grim setting, the novel is basically
a series of vignettes the unnamed female
protagonist relates, seemingly to herself,
during one of her frequent tram rides to an
appointment with her interrogator. As a
factory worker making clothes for wealthy
westerners, a jealous boss has turned her into
the Securitate for sewing the note “marry
me” into the linings of men’s suits bound for
Italy. Consequently, she faces the maddening
and grotesque methods of her interrogator,
whose wet kiss on her hand at the start of each
session portends beating or the occasional
severed finger slipped into her handbag,
wrapped “like a piece of candy,” when she
isn’t looking.

Her memories range from her experiences
as a child discovering her father having an
affair, to the feel of the air on her face as she
rides behind her second husband on his motorcycle. Characters flit in and out, as familiar
gestures or comments from fellow passengers
bring them to mind. Some continually reoccur, among them her beautiful friend Lilli,
shot dead at the border as she tried to escape
with her lover, an aging general. But as the
story closes, one realizes these are anything
but disjointed memories. In a single tram
ride, Muller has carefully recreated the entire,
hopeless life of a woman from whom totalitarianism has stolen everything while telling
similar stories of those closest to her.
As the protagonist confesses, the trick
of daily life is “not to go mad.” Most of the
characters latch onto whatever numbs them
best; sex and alcohol top the list with the black
market quest for money close behind. Any
sort of belief in the redemptive consummation
of a ‘revolution’ has vanished. Muller also
very carefully makes no mention of God at
any point, and a darkly comic moment featuring St. Anthony is as close as she gets to any
sort of religion. Fresh disaster quickly mars
any moments of hope, yet it seems the total
lack of redemption is, perhaps, a desperate cry
for salvation.
I’m thankful to Muller for a new awareUnfortunately, the latest novel from the new Nobel Laureate in literature isn’t transness of what, until recently, was the situation
lated in English. Fortunately, her previously published The Appointment is.
in Romania, but I am not thankful to her
translators for delivering her message in a
effect in German, seems too forced. It makes
overcome, and, at a slim 214 pages, few and
rather stilted, choppy style. In addition, their
some moments appear strangely indulgent,
far between in a book worth your time.
attempt at affecting a conversational style,
even kitschy, given the book’s bleak overall tone
which Muller may have achieved to good
and message. Still, these are small obstacles to

by Luisa DiBernardo

The Chattanooga Symphony
resurrects Tchaikovsky for a night of
sonic amusement.

Tchaikovsky juggernaut descends on Tivoli

My fall break started with a big “boom”
from the brass section of the Chattanooga
Symphony, when I went to the Tivoli to hear
them perform Tchaikovsky’s Piano Concerto
No. 1 in B-Flat along with his 5th Symphony,
both conducted by Omaha Symphony guest
conductor Thomas Wilkins. I have seen other
conductors use their whole body to conduct,
but never have I seen one use his face as intensely as Wilkins did that night. He kept the
emotion with his left hand, time with his right,
and cues with his eyes. It was enthralling to
watch him lead the musicians through the
two Russian pieces with such precision.
Tchaikovsky’s Piano Concerto is one
of his most famous pieces. It was accompanied by pianist Michael Chertock, who has
played for many other symphonies across the
country. From the very first note, his performance captivated the audience, keeping them

Song of the Week:

Julian Casablancas’s 11th Dimension

entranced in the world of Tchaikovsky. The
orchestra deftly banged in the bass and trilled
in the treble, producing a sweet melody and
magnificent harmony moving from dancing
to stomping and from jolly to serious. Each
instrument was unified in every measure and
mood of each movement.
Tchaikovsky used different folk songs from
Russia, France, and Ukraine to compose
this piece. When first performed in Moscow
in 1875, it was criticized by Tchaikovsky’s
teacher Rubenstein and was not accepted
by the Russian audience. Yet when it was
presented by Tchaikovsky’s friend Hans von
Bulow, a German pianist, Americans loved it.
The admiration grew on the Russian crowd
but Americans have always adored it with
enthusiasm.
Tchaikovsky’s 5th Symphony was played
with equal intensity and immaculately

executed. The four movements shift back and
forth between slow and fast, serious and jovial.
The bassoon and clarinet took center stage
and carried the audience through the piece
with their serene and subtle melody. The
harmony of the violins sang to the audience.
The Maestro was pretty much off his chair
with the swelling emotions in the music. What
started with a bang ended with a bang as the
symphony came to a fantastic finale.
I sat in the front right on the lowest level,
in a seat that normally costs $50. With the
Tivoli’s generous student discount, I paid only
$10.
Up next for the Chattanooga Symphony
is Beethoven’s 7th Symphony, which they
will perform on November 12 and 13, and
Dvorak’s 7th Symphony, coming in January.
Find out more and buy tickets ahead of time
at chattanoogasymphony.org.

It’s a single outside of its season, a booty-shaking swan song for the summer.
He may have nothing to say, but man does he say it well. The vibe is an old
friend that is more than welcome at our place.
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The Show Must Go On!

New York City to do a residency here at
Covenant in the spring in order to direct
the show. He visited Covenant last spring
Covenant Musical Theater continues to weave legacy of
for a Covenant Arts series workshop.
Students such as senior Ellie Henry, the
quality productions, challenge expectations
club’s president last year, were trained in
techniques for communicating powerfully
by Hannah Vanbiber
mitment and professionalism have enabled through song.
the club to put together full-scale producKim and VanCura are both adjuncts at
It’s Sunday evening, and a group of stu- tions at Covenant despite limited resources, Covenant who bring to the show a broad
dents are sprawled across the floor of the
including musical classics which include
range of experience and distinguished
chapel’s basement classroom in front of a
Fiddler on the Roof, Guys and Dolls, and most
talent in their respective fields. VanCura,
TV screen, munching on tacos and brown- recently, Bye Bye Birdie.
who works with Ballet Tennessee, parties. All eyes are riveted on the screen,
This year, the club is aiming high with
nered with Covenant last year for Bye Bye
which is playing the old classic, West Side
West Side Story. “It’s one of the most chal- Birdie and is already a favorite with musical
Story, which Covenant’s Musical Theater
lenging musical productions that Covenant theater students. St. Goar chairs the voice
Club will be performing this spring.
has taken on,” said Vanderhart. “But we
division at UTC.
The Musical Theater Club was started are going full steam ahead.”
in 2005 by Mary Catherine Schimph
The grand scale of this musical inwith the production of You’re a Good Man,
cludes the cast list of 28, a hand-built set
Charlie Brown. Few realize that the club is
over 25 ft. high, which Vanderhart and
responsible for the funding, planning, and others spent their Fall Break constructing,
production of the musicals that so many
and difficult choreography requiring an
have enjoyed at Covenant College.
extra semester of training for cast memJunior Laura Childers and senior Jona- bers.
than Vanderhart are leading the club this
Unlike the last two musicals presented
year. After several years of experience in
by the club, which were comedies, West
musical theater, Childers and Vanderhart Side Story presents a complex, dramatic,
are at it again, each taking leading roles in and often deeply sobering script that will
West Side Story. Along with them, freshman challenge the acting skills of its cast. “We
Chloe Payne, senior Justin Johns, and
are taking a serious step away from doing
senior Wes Simmonds lead a cast of 28
musical comedy, slapstick, and presenting
students. Putting on such a large produca more dramatic work,” Brown said.
tion requires a lot of work, but for those
To accomplish all this, the club is
involved, it comes with a huge payoff.
bringing in the outside talent of director
Childers and Vanderhart work closely
George Merritt, choreographer Barry
with Music Department Chair Jeanell
VanCura, conductor Hyung Lok Kim, and
Brown who, according to Childers, “is
vocal trainer Dr. Rebecca St. Goar.
basically in charge of the whole thing. She
Merritt, whose Broadway credits inoversees every aspect of the show both
clude musicals such as Jekyll & Hyde, Porg y
technically and artistically.” Brown’s com- and Bess, and Ain’t Misbehavin,’ is leaving

The Bagpipe
Covenant has recently added a musical
theater concentration to the Bachelor of
Music degree. The concentration includes
classes such as Stage Movement, in which
West Side Story cast members are currently
enrolled, Acting I, and Intro to Musical
Theater.
To get a preview of what Covenant’s
musical theater club has to offer before
West Side Story debuts in March, mark your
calendars for November 7. The club will
be partnering with Rock City to provide
an afternoon of musical theater at the
Rock City Starbucks. Come by from 1 to
5 p.m. to drink a warm cup of coffee and
hear your favorite musical classics sung by
Covenant students.

(Clockwise from top) Eric Kucks and Rachel Yellen as Tevye and Golde in Fiddler on the Roof, Dani Mascow during a performance of Guys and Dolls, and
director Monica Woodlief overseeing the construction of the Guys and Dolls set.

Theater to perform two plays from Man Born to Be King
from KING on page 1.
would leave relatively little time for practices.
Born to Be King has experienced its share
of setbacks, including scheduling conflicts.

Born to Be King cast members were torn
between play rehearsals and mandatory
practice for West Side Story, which is slated
for the spring. Until Monday night, there
was a chance that it would be cancelled.
Monday’s meeting resolved the main

BAGPIPE ARCHIVES

on two shows in the fall.” Jenkins herself
acted in Covenant’s other fall production,
Caucasian Chalk Circle, in early October.
conflicts by asking the two key actors to step
Jenkins is grateful that the problems
down, and by changing which of the install- were worked out during Monday’s meeting.
ments would be performed.
“We have put significant amounts of work
“The scheduling problems were not
into the show,” said Jenkins. “I have a great
anyone’s fault,” said Jenkins. “They are just affection for the show and I am excited for it
part of showbiz and a downside of putting
to be produced at Covenant.”

OUTLOOK / OPINION
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The Orphan Epidemic:
by Emily Haas
There are approximately 143 million
orphans living in the world today. To put
that incomprehensible number in perspective, consider that nearly one out of every
45 people in the world is an orphan.
About 500,000 of these are children in
the United States’ foster care system. 43.4
million live in sub-Saharan Africa, 87.6
million live in Asia, and 12.4 million live in
Latin America and the Caribbean. In China alone there are over 15 million orphans.
These orphans experience above average
economic hardship, increased physical and
sexual abuse, malnutrition, discrimination,
exploitation, and trafficking.
In writing this, I realize I run the risk
of leaving you with a sense of hopelessness
because, as college students, it seems there
is little we can do about it at this stage in
our lives. My purpose is not to annoy you
or make you feel guilty with another article
about the depressing state of our world, but
simple to share what is on my heart.
Orphan awareness has not always been
close to my heart, but after experiencing
the unbounded blessing that adoption has
brought to my family, I am now a strong
advocate. My youngest brother Nathan,
who is 5, was adopted from China when
he was 2. His life brings such joy to me and
my family. My mom calls him our hidden treasure and he is truly a delight to be
around. People used to say that my family

The Ranch on Jesus orphanage in Uganda. Children here are sponsored through
Pearl Ministries, an orphan sponsorship program started by Covenant alumna
Jamie Lazlo after her trip to Uganda with Dr. Krabbendam.
was blessing this little boy, but in reality, it is
we who are the blessed ones. My sister, who
at first was against adopting Nathan, is now
herself in the process of adopting.
November 8 is Orphan Sunday. Some
of you may simply store this information
in the recesses of your mind to be used in
the distant future, or maybe it will remain
trivial information that serves you no
purpose. However, maybe a few of you will

hear this and be encouraged to change
the life of at least one orphan. Perhaps you
could give up a meal on Sunday, devote the
time to praying, and use the money saved
to help orphans. Maybe you and a group of
friends can sponsor a family who wants to
adopt. My family fills a money bank with
loose change and when it is full we send it to
Shaohannah’s Hope, an organization that
helps orphans. This is a simple effort, but

loose change in my family of eleven adds up
pretty quickly. Maybe you are just supposed
to be aware so that you can pray. Prayer
is a more powerful weapon than any of us
can ever comprehend and can bring hope
to these precious lives that God calls us to
care for.
If you are interested in getting more
deeply involved, there are endless organizations and opportunities to participate in.
My family has been involved with Orphan’s
Tear and Shaohannah’s hope. Orphan’s
Tear sponsors children in Christian
orphanages. You can check it out at www.
heavensfamily.org/ot/. Shaohannah’s Hope
offers a number of opportunities for involvement, including an orphanage in China
housing special needs orphans, an adoption
assistance program, and the Mackenzie
Fund for orphans in need of medical help.
Covenant alumna Jamie Laslo started
an orphan sponsorship program for orphans in Uganda called Pearl Ministries.
The idea arose out of a trip to Uganda with
Dr. Krabbendam in which Laslo witnessed
the ministry of a Christian orphanage
in Mutungo. Pearl Ministries now connects American individuals, families, and
churches with the orphans in the Ranch on
Jesus Orphanage and Primary School. Students at Covenant are currently sponsoring orphans through this ministry (info@
pearlministries.org).

The sound of silence
by Ike Barnett

As Obama dithers and hesitates, troops in Afghanistan pay the price

Sun Tzu, one of the greatest military
minds to ever live, once said, “There are
three ways in which a ruler can bring
misfortune on his army...[one of which is]
by attempting to govern an army in the
same way as he administers a kingdom.”
He also said, “He will win who has military
capacity and is not interfered with by the
sovereign.”
Sun Tzu’s collection of proverbs, The
Art of War, has been a manual for strategy and tactics since it was written in the
fifth century AD. In light of recent events,
it seems doubtful that President Barack
Obama, our nation’s sovereign, has ever
studied Sun Tzu.
On October 2, just after having flown to
London to make a presentation to encourage the International Olympic Committee
to choose Chicago as the host for the 2016
Olympics, Obama set aside 25 minutes
to meet with Gen. Stanley McChrystal,
his commander-in-chief for the Afghan
theater, for the first time since June. This
fact is all the more disturbing given how
fluid the situation in Afghanistan is right
now and how significantly it has changed
with the elections that took place in August.
Obama’s lack of interest itself might not be
so bad, if he would simply leave the fight to

President Barack Obama in a surprise meeting with General
McChrystal on board Air Force One on October 2.
the soldiers. But the White House is leaning
towards endorsing and mandating a strategy that General McChrystal openly rejects.
What have been the consequences of
Obama’s dithering about Afghanistan?
Since General McChrystal requested more
troops in a report he submitted in late September, October has proceeded to become

ASSOCIATED PRESS

the bloodiest month yet for US troops in
Afghanistan since the war began in 2001,
with 53 soldiers already confirmed dead.
Vice-President Biden has summed up
the White House’s Afghanistan strategy
as “counter-terrorist.” His plan is to stop
increasing troop levels and focus on locating and eliminating Al Qaeda. The idea is

that by reducing US troop concentration,
we can slip out of the war and win it by
sending in a few John Rambos and Jason
Bournes. The problem with this idea is that
our ordinary troops, and the friends they
are making on the ground, are our only
eyes in Afghanistan. Even the best soldiers
need a target, and if we don’t have indigenous intelligence, we’re blind.
McChrystal’s plan, on the other hand,
is based on current reports coming from
his men in the country. He has repeatedly
asked for more troops, and that request
has been studiously ignored by the White
House. Afghanistan is not a quick fix—even
Obama has recognized that. And in order
to be victorious there, we have to commit,
just as we did in Iraq. We won in Iraq because Bush—who met with his entire chief
of staff at least twice a week throughout his
term—listened to his generals and gave
them what they needed, regardless of what
the polls said.
Obama does not need to understand
Sun Tzu. He does not need to be a brilliant
tactician. He only needs to listen to his
boots on the ground, give them what they
need, and spend a little less time thinking about 2012. If he can do that, then his
soldiers can do the rest.
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Cross country firestorm threatens to engulf Cedarville
by Zach McElrath
Historically, only once in the past decade has a team of Scots runners recorded
a faster average 8K time than the blazing
28:12 (5:38 per mile) that the men’s cross
country team posted this past Saturday at
the Southeastern Classic in Louisville, KY.
Just a week after hauling home a thirdplace trophy from their strong finish at the
Stormy Petrel Invitational in Oglethorpe,
GA, seven of the Scots men ran career bests
on a course well-known as a Mecca for fans
of the fleet of foot.

Seniors Zach McElrath and Daniel Pick
finished just a minute behind perennial
Scots frontrunner Enoch Elwell’s seasonbest 27:14, placing 102nd and 105th out of
216 runners. Close behind was freshman
Jonathan “Dark Horse” Preg, who pushed
through the pain to squeeze out a stunning
28:28, good for 117th place. Luke Irwin
capped off the scoring in 129th to tie his
career best 28:49.
The Lady Scots also had a strong showing at Louisville, placing 12th out of 22
in a race stacked with nationally-ranked
NAIA and NCAA competition. The red-

Sophomore James Dawson of Mooresville, North Carolina wrestles a
Montreat College player for possession of a loose ball.

GARRETT REID

Covenant begins tricky
transition to full NCAA
Division III membership
from REVOLUTION on page 1.
tended to provide a student-athlete governance structure for the College. SAACs are
involved with community initiatives and
student-athlete well-being issues, including things like sportsmanship, questions
about drug-testing (whether it should be
year-round or just at championship times),
attendance at games, and the quality and
consistency of recruit visits.
For now, Covenant’s SAAC will have to
raise its own money for campus initiatives, but
by 2010, it could be eligible for NCAA grant
money. Other SAAC benefits include regular
student-athlete leadership conferences and
regional and national SAAC meetings.
NCAA representatives stress that for Covenant, this is the real deal. A number (not the
majority) of institutions who begin the switch
to Division III end up having to start the four
year transitional period over again. At the
end of every year, each member institution
must submit a complete report of progress
and compliance to the Division III member-

hot Hannah Matthews blazed her way to a
10th place finish, clocking in with a sizzling
19:10. Sophomore Tera “Jaguar Huntress”
Woods (45th, 20:44) was followed closely by
freshman Jamie Beckwith, whose seasonbest 21:11 helped pick up the slack for the
ailing Kelly Gillikin, who still managed a
21:36 despite not having raced in nearly a
month due to a hamstring injury. Freshman
Catherine “Maiden of Mayhem” Kercher
also rose to the occasion, rounding off the
scoring in 135th place with a season-best
time of 23:39.
The real story, though, was the ladies’

breakthrough performance at Oglethorpe
a week before. Five runners posted season
best times on a course known to run slow.
Woods ran a 20:38—the fastest 5K time of
her career—to finish in 5th place overall,
just over a minute behind Matthews, who
stayed hot on the heels of the Tennessee
Wesleyan frontrunner throughout the race
to finish 2nd in 19:40.
The Scots still have three weeks left
to build on their recent successes before
November 14, when the top 7 male and
female runners will head to Cedarville, OH
to compete in NCCAA nationals.

Seniors Daniel Pick (left) and Enoch Elwell (right) finished within a
minute of each other at the Stormy Petrel Invitational in Oglethorpe
on October 24. Elwell captured 3rd place overall with a time of 28:21.

With NCAA Division III membership
dues at only $900—an enormous drop from
the cost of annual membership in the NAIA—
the scenario begs a question. What does the
NCAA gain from Covenant’s membership?
While the NCAA stays afloat through the
ship committee. A number of institutions have proceeds of Division I and II sports events,
serious problems graduating from this four
especially Division I’s television contracts with
year transition.
CBS, NCAA Division III is a true not-for“That’s why it’s key to get on the right track profit organization. Lavine, for instance, is a
right from the get-go,” Davey said. “The tran- volunteer worker as are the majority of Divisitional period acts as boot camp for active
participation.”
While all the new rules and regulations
will be no easy task to enforce at Covenant,
by Mitch Prentis
the NCAA has granted the College an institutional mentor to facilitate the transition. To
Last Sunday night, the Covenant
ensure a thorough changeover from NAIA
College Philosophy Club hosted the first
to NCAA Division III, new Athletic Director Settlers of Catan Tournament. Settlers is a
Tami Smialek will maintain regular corregame of colonial exploitation that requires
spondence with Shana Lavine.
both skillful planning and lucky dice rolling,
Additionally, Covenant will benefit from
not wholly unlike what the French experimandatory regional seminars and an annual
ence in the Congo.
national convention for Division III schools.
The atmosphere on the first floor of
The camaraderie and input of other regional Andreas was intense as 24 competitors deschools going through the same athletic tran- bated where to place roads and settlements.
sition will also provide support for Covenant’s With more coffee than an AA meeting, the
athletic department. “Before long we’ll have a competition heated up, and the initial 24
core group of athletics administrators. It’ll be entrants were whittled down to six, who
helpful to get other schools involved,” Smialek would compete not just for bragging rights,
said.
but a $25 gift certificate to Amazon.com.
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sion III representatives.
So why do they do it? “If we get involved,
more people can benefit through our educational opportunities, our emphasis on learning
through playing,” Lavine said.
The NCAA believes strongly in what
sports can offer an institution. “For a lot of
people relationships through sports meant
something to them at some point,” said
Lavine. “It helped me with self-confidence,
and itt helped me identify with my gender.”

Bellas completes conquest of Catan
The final six contestants were Jacob
Corbett, Aaron Fortune, Corban Brauer,
Peter McCrory, Andrew Van Dyke, and
Seth Bellas.
“O my gosh, this is so intense; my intestines are about to explode,” remarked Corbett as he geared up for the championship.
Through a combination of adept rolling
and civic planning, Seth Bellas won the
first place prize, and Andrew Van Dyke
came in second, winning a $15 gift card to
Starbucks. All who participated enjoyed
themselves, and the Philosophy club was
able to execute an effective fundraiser. Congratulations to all involved.

